Bring your company directory to life
Hyperfish helps bring your company directory to life by ensuring directory and profile information is always
complete and up-to-date. Hyperfish understands what’s missing or incorrect, and automatically starts a
conversation with your employees to collect and validate their information. Employees can quickly and easily
manage their profile information from anywhere.
Your environment is continually monitored to ensure consistency and compliance to standards as your
organization changes. The result: improved IT service delivery, increased team productivity, and greater return
on your technology investments.
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How it works
Hyperfish uses AI and Bot technology to automate the collection of profile information. The secure service
supports online, hybrid, and on-premises environments.
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chat bot

Hyperfish monitors AD to identify
what’s missing and incorrect.

Employees are then notified by
email or chat bot.

Key Features

Employees update their information
via desktop and mobile.

Business Benefits

Employee Self Service Teams Bot
Allows your employees to find the people,
services, and information they need directly
in Microsoft Teams.

Improve IT Service Delivery
Reduces manual work and improves IT
responsiveness and delivery.

SharePoint web part
Put your employee profiles front and center on
your intranet. Employees can track their profile
completion and easily make updates.

Increase Employee Engagement
Enables people to quickly and easily learn about
and find colleagues.

Profile photo validation
Limit profile photos to one face, exclude cartoon
characters, pets, as well as inappropriate images.

Reduce Risk
Reduces the risk of sending information to the
wrong person and filters out inappropriate
profile information.

Approvals
Determine which attributes require approval
and by whom before changes are written to
your directory.

Unlock Value
Unlocks value and delivers new capability across
Office 365 including Org Chart, Delve and
Dynamic group membership.

Collections
Collect and manage specific information from
defined groups of employees.
Attribute formats
Achieve consistent profile information across
all employees through attribute rules including
phone number formats and drop downs.

“Our implementation of Hyperfish has been wildly successful,
within just a few weeks we’ve seen over 300 percent increase
in profile completion.”
Peter White, Director, US Infrastructure & Operations, Solera
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